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264725 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Database New command line utility to check aliased list consistency This tool will report and optionally
fix any aliased lists in the
database that are not consistent.
Aliased lists consist of an original
list which can be edited by the
GUI and one or more alias lists
that should be identical. If alias
lists are found to be different than
the original list, they are reported
as different.

264827 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Perforce
Integratio

n

Improved performance for changelists with large file lists The property P4DESC_MAXSIZE
= <character count> provides an
escape valve when P4 changelist
descriptions become very large,
for example, 10,000 files in a
single changelist.  The "character
count" is an integer that defines
the threshold length of the
description field, greater than
which the description is added as
an attachment, not as an
ExtraView issue field value. This
is only relevant when P4DESC =
comment or P4DESC =
fieldname. If P4DESC = none,
then no description is replicated
to the issue, and if P4DESC =
file, then the description field
always goes to a file attachment
to the issue.  This provides a
significant improvement in
performance for large
changelists.

265302 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Search /
Report

Quickfind keyword search now supports phrase searching Keyword searching with
Quickfind now supports the ability
to find phrases.  The phrase you
are searching for should be
placed in quotation marks.  For
example, enter "operating
system" to search for the entire
string within your issues.  Also,
issue IDs within your text are now
indexed, as well as email
addresses.
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272604 Product
Bug

7.0.12 Allowed
Values

Allowed Value Exception When the behavior setting
named
AV_INTERSECT_WITH_NULL_
PARENT was set to a value of
YES, a customer reported that
there was an exception when
they navigated to the Query
screen.  This is not a common
configuration, so only a small
number of customers would have
seen this bug.  The problem has
been fixed.

266036 Product
Bug

7.0.12 Search /
Report

Summary Report exception after upgrading site This bug only affected a small
number of summary reports,
where the expanded filters were
defined, but only a single filter
was selected.  This has been
fixed.
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